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Salzburg and Western Austria Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: 1st edition 2017. Scale: 1:15,000/1:500,000. This is
an excellent map of the city, with roads portrayed in the usual colours favoured on the continent - motorways
in yellow, main roads in orange, and secondary ones in white, with casing. Museums, castles, and churches
are shown, and there is a really detailed city centre inset map. The legend is in four languages. The map also

seems to include a considerable amount of farmland, which makes one realize just how compact this
important city is in Europe's great cultural heritage. The other side of the sheet is a brand new map of Western

Austria. We have tried to capture the mountainous nature of Austria through hill shading as well as
hypsometry. The detailed scale makes the map easy for users to find their way, and additional touristic

features enhance this map over plain road maps by other firms. Legend Includes: Roads by classification,
Railways, Attractions, Hotels, Point of interest, Airports, Tourist information, Hospitals, Shopping centre,

River, ferry, and much more.
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